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On the Granularity of Trie-based Data Structures
for Name Lookups and Updates

Chavoosh Ghasemi⇤, Hamed Yousefi⇤, Kang G. Shin, and Beichuan Zhang

Abstract—Name lookup is an essential function, but a performance bottleneck in both today’s and future network architectures. Trie is
an excellent candidate data structure and has been widely used for looking up and updating names. However, the granularity of trie—at
bit, byte (character), or component level—can dramatically affect the network performance in terms of memory usage and
packet-processing speed, which has not yet been studied adequately.
To fill this gap, we first show that the choice of trie’s granularity for name lookups and updates (i.e., insertions and removals) is not a
trivial problem due to the complex performance trade-offs involved. We also introduce a new tool, called NameGen, which uses a
Markov-based name learning model and generates pseudo-real datasets with different tunable name characteristics. We compare
different trie granularities based on a collection of datasets and performance metrics, highlight the strengths and weaknesses of each
granularity, and draw a conclusion on the choice of granularity. Surprisingly, our experimental evaluation finds that there are only two
key rules to choose the proper trie’s granularity for any kind of dataset: (I) bit-level trie is the choice when the memory requirement is a
real concern, else (II) character- and component-level tries are preferred for faster lookups and updates when dealing with names
composed of short and long components, respectively.

Index Terms—Name Lookup; Trie; Implementation Granularity; Named Data Networking.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Numerous emerging applications, such as firewalls, in-
trusion detection systems, load balancers, search engines,
peer-to-peer file-sharing and content distribution networks,
rely heavily on name-based services for packet forwarding,
filtering, mapping, etc. Moreover, significant changes in
the Internet usage have led to the rapid development of
information-centric networking (ICN) architectures, such as
named data networking (NDN) [37]. NDN makes a fundamen-
tal shift in the semantics of network service from delivering
the packet to a given destination IP address to fetching data
identified by a given name. Thus, name lookup and update
(i.e., insertion and removal of names) are core functions
to the performance of both today’s and future network
architectures [19], [23], [38], [29], [36].

Unlike IP addresses of fixed length (32 or 128 bits),
names are variable-length with no upper bound. This leads
to two main issues in designing packet forwarding engine.
(This paper focuses on lookups and updates in forwarding
tables, where name lookup hinges on longest-prefix match-
ing (LPM), as it is easily applicable to other name-based
services, such as filtering, mapping, etc.)

Memory Usage: The size of a name-forwarding table is,
in general, much larger than that of an IP-forwarding table,
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because each name prefix is likely to be significantly longer
than an IP prefix. Moreover, the number of name prefixes
is orders-of-magnitude greater than that of IP prefixes [33].
(Taking the domain names as an example, there are already
330 million registered domain names in the Internet as
of September 2017.) These factors together result in the
forwarding tables with a much larger memory footprint
than the current IP-forwarding tables with up to 700K IP
prefix entries. Therefore, a memory-efficient data structure
for the name-forwarding table is essential.

Processing Speed: Since names are of variable and
unbounded length, lookups of and updates to the name-
forwarding table may take longer than those to the IP-
forwarding table. More frequent updates to the name tables
due to updates of forwarding rules or publication and with-
drawal of contents also make name processing a bottleneck
in the forwarding engine. To support the service at a global
scale, fast lookup, insertion, and removal of names in large
forwarding tables are essential.

Trie, especially Patricia trie, is an excellent candidate
data structure and has been widely used for LPM [31],
[32], [11], [34], [14], [17], [24], [29], [36]. However, different
granularities (i.e., bit, character, or component level) of
trie incur different time and space overheads/complexities,
introducing a trade-off between memory usage and name
processing speed. On the one hand, removing the redun-
dant information among name prefixes improves memory
efficiency. (If two names1 share a common sequence of
bits/characters/components starting from the beginning of
names, the common sequence will be stored only once in

1. Without loss of generality, we assume the names are hierarchically
structured and composed of multiple components separated by delim-
iters (usually slashes ’/’). Flat names are a special case of hierarchical
names with only one component.
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the trie.) A finer-grained structure is expected to further
compress forwarding tables and minimize the memory foot-
print. On the other hand, traversing a trie can be slow
because accessing each level of the trie requires a memory
access that cannot exploit CPU caches. A coarser-grained
structure reduces the depth of the trie, thus expected to
speed up the processing functions.

However, our in-depth evaluation shows that the above
expectations do not always hold and the choice of granu-
larity is not trivial as many direct and indirect factors can
influence the trade-off significantly (see Section 2.2 for more
on this). Thus, we take a deeper look into the choice of
granularity, as it plays a key role in the performance of
different name-processing functions.

Specifically, this paper makes the following three main
contributions.
1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first to consider

the impact of granularity and make a comprehensive
comparison of three granularities of trie-based name
lookup and update structures (i.e., bit-, character-, and
component-level tries). Our implementations, oupen -
sourced and available at Github2, establish an important
baseline for performance evaluation in future studies,
especially for information-centric networks. A collection
of metrics are also introduced to compare different gran-
ularities and evaluate their cost–performance trade-offs.

2) We develop a new tool, called NameGen, to generates
a collection of large datasets with different name char-
acteristics. NameGen is important for studying name-
processing structures for three distinct features. First, it
enables end-users to tune the name characteristic (e.g.,
number and length of components), which plays a critical
role in the performance and choice of name-processing
structures. Second, by using a Markov model for learn-
ing real datasets, extracting information, and generating
close-to-real names randomly, it removes the need to rely
on available small datasets or to generate huge datasets
of fully random names for network evaluation. Finally,
it provides consistency of datasets for future research.
That is, having the characteristics of a given dataset,
one can generate another different dataset with the same
characteristic, making the related results/studies fairly
comparable. All of these features are especially important
for future Internet architectures as there is currently no
standard for content names. Without loss of generality,
we focus on NDN names as an important use-case3.

3) We provide in-depth experimental evaluation of the in-
terplay between the performance metrics. These results
highlight the unique strengths and weaknesses of each
granularity of trie-based structures. Not only a clear
trade-off between speedup and memory usage is made,
but also the effect of dataset characteristics on different
granularities is demonstrated. According to the results,
the bit trie is the choice when the memory requirement is
a real concern. However, it results in the worst processing

2. https://github.com/chavoosh/TrieGranularity
3. As a prominent design under the ICN paradigm, NDN [37] has

gained significant momentum with participation from academia and
industry. Companies including Huawei [7], [25] and Cisco [9], [20], [26],
[27] have made substantial R&D efforts on different aspects of NDN in
recent years.
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Fig. 1: Partitioning and merging are direct results of name
insertion and removal, respectively (a character-level trie as
an illustrative example).

speed and is significantly outperformed by character and
component tries. Surprisingly, character and component
tries show different relative performances in different
datasets. In summary, the character trie is the choice for
processing speed when the names are composed of short
components; otherwise, the component trie is preferred
for faster lookups and updates. Thus, only one of the
many factors that can affect the absolute performance
is found to dictate the merit of the structures in terms
of speed: component length. In other words, the length
of components (especially the initial ones) plays a deci-
sive role in the choice of granularity, while the number
of components only magnifies the relative performance
improvements of character and component tries, and
the length of names/prefixes only affects the absolute
results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section

2 details the design and implementation of different gran-
ularities of trie-based lookup and update structures, and
compares them based on a collection of performance met-
rics. Section 3 unveils the design of NameGen and presents
the characteristics of different generated datasets. Section 4
evaluates the performance of different trie granularities in
terms of memory-usage and speed of different processing
functions, and also draws a conclusion on the choice of the
granularity. Section 5 reviews the related work. Finally, the
paper concludes with Section 6.

2 X-LEVEL PATRICIA TRIE

As mentioned earlier, trie has been used widely for im-
plementation of forwarding tables thanks to its memory
efficiency. Using this structure, searching for names that
share the same prefix only needs to save one copy of the
shared part. For example, to store two name prefixes /ndn
and /ndn/umich, the string /ndn is stored only once. Trie nat-
urally supports both exact and longest-prefix match (LPM).
It organizes the name prefixes in a tree structure. Each node
in the tree contains part of name prefix, and the nodes are
connected via links for name traversal. However, traversing
tries can be slow because accessing each level of the trie
requires a memory access that cannot exploit CPU caches. To
alleviate this problem, merging the intermediate nodes with
only one child can effectively compress the traversing paths.
This structure, referred to as path compressed trie or Patricia
trie [21], not only reduces the number of nodes, thus saving
memory footprint, but also reduces the depth of the trie,
thus speeding up name-processing. The nodes (except for
the root) in this data structure may have 0 (i.e., leaf nodes)

https://github.com/chavoosh/TrieGranularity
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Fig. 2: x-level tire representation. Accordingly, different choices of granularity result in completely different tries. (str)2 is
a binary representation of str, e.g., (ndn/u)2 01100011 01110010 collectively represent ndn/ucr in bit-level trie.

or > 1 children. We will henceforth focus on Patricia trie,
and hence use terms ’trie’ and ’Patricia trie’ interchangeably.

Name processing functions: Name Lookup is the core
function of a forwarding engine. The names also need
to be inserted in or removed from the forwarding tables
frequently due to forwarding rules’ updates or content
publishing and withdrawal [33].

To look up a name, we traverse the trie from its root to
its descendant nodes until an exact match is found or the
search fails, returning the LPM. Lookup is the first step of
insertion and removal of a name.

For insertion, once lookup is terminated, we allocate
a new node to store the remaining unmatched part of a
name. Node partitioning is a direct result of insertion. In
case of mismatch at a node, node-partitioning is triggered,
which splits the corresponding node (and the name) from
the differentiation point. It shifts the unmatched part of the
node as well as all of its children one level down while
creating a new child corresponding to the unmatched part
of the name. Fig. 1 illustrates the node partitioning caused
by storing a new name /ndn/umich, which shares the same
prefix with an already inserted name /ndn/ucla.

Removal is the reverse operation of insertion. Once the
name lookup finds an exact match, we delete its associated
leaf node. If the parent is left with a single child, they
will be merged recursively. If lookup fails to find an exact
match, we determine that the removal is invalid, as the
name does not exist in the trie. Note that the end of the
input names needs to be marked to prevent false positives.
For example, without knowing the End Of Name (EON),
searching for name /ndn in a trie, where name /ndn/ucla
has already been inserted, returns /ndn. However, this is a
false positive because name /ndn, as an independent name,
has never been inserted in the structure. To mitigate this
problem, /ndn[EON] will be searched, which will fail as
expected. Thus, an exact match cannot occur in the middle
of the structure. However, to simplify the presentation, we
intentionally skip using [EON] at the end of names in the
examples. Fig. 1 shows the reverse operation of insertion,
where removing name /ndn/umich comes with merging op-
eration, storing name /ndn/ucla as a whole in a single node.

Granularity: There are numerous implementations of
name-based forwarding tables using trie structures, which
can be grouped as bit-, character-, and component-level
tries, depending on whether they treat a name as a sequence
of bits, characters (bytes), or name components (delimited

by slash /), respectively. Fig. 2 illustrates 3 Patricia tries
built with different granularities for the same input names.
Accordingly, different choices of granularity result in com-
pletely different tries (in terms of depth, width, number of
nodes, etc.)

Although the binary trie implementation is often
adopted by IP routing tables, LPM in name-forwarding
tables is usually of component granularity. However, this
should not be translated to using component-level trie as
the best choice since it does not always offer the best per-
formance according to our extensive evaluation. The gran-
ularity of trie creates a complex trade-off in lookup/update
performance while various direct and indirect factors can
influence this trade-off. Actually, different choices of gran-
ularity offer different memory usage and speed in storing
and processing the names. Finally, the granularity used
to implement the trie structure is critically important to
meeting the performance need, but it is non-trivial to make
an optimal choice of granularity. In the next section, we
present the implementation details of these three Patricia
trie structures, and discuss the effect of granularity on a
collection of performance metrics. As performance depends
strongly on implementation granularity, we try to keep
different implementations as close to each other as possible
for a fair comparison of the structures.

2.1 Implementation Granularity
Fig. 3 gives an abstract view of the architecture of each node
in bit-, character-, and component-level tries.

Bit Level: Bit-level trie is a binary Patricia trie which
defines a name as a sequence of bits. The set of bits in the
nodes from the root to a leaf node together form a complete
name prefix. Each node has two pointers: the left pointer to
the child starting with 0 and the right pointer to the child
starting with 1. Thus, in case of a bit mismatch, the child to
branch to can be determined without any processing.

Character Level: This trie defines a name as a sequence
of US-ASCII printable characters (i.e., bytes). Thus, the
number of children at each node cannot exceed 94 (codes
33–126). To keep track of children, i.e., to implement the trie
edges, we employ a hash table at each node, as using linked
list drastically decreases the speed due to linear probing (i.e.,
checking the children, one-by-one, at each node until finding
the target child). The ASCII codes are used as keys, while the
hash function is simply modulus. To minimize the memory
footprint, the initial size of hash table is 1 while expanding
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Fig. 3: x-level trie implementation.

gradually for collision resolution. In case of a collision, a
re-hash function is called, doubling the hash table size until
the mapped bucket becomes empty. For example, suppose
the size of hash table is 16, and key 33 is added to this table
which sits in bucket 1 (equals 33 mod 16). Then, adding
key 65 causes a collision because bucket 1 is occupied. After
doubling the hash table size, key 33 sits in bucket 1 again, so
we cannot still add key 65. The size is doubled once more.
This time key 33 resides in bucket 33 and key 65 sits in
bucket 1, resolving the collision. The maximum size of hash
tables in character trie is 128 (27 > 94). According to this
implementation, finding the child’s address to branch to at
each level requires only one off-chip memory access (to fetch
the mapped bucket from memory and read the address of
the child).

Component Level: This scheme of trie defines a name
as a sequence of components which are delimited by slashes
’/’. Like in character trie, we utilize a hash table starting
with the size of 1 at each node to keep track of its children.
Unlike in character trie, the number of children of each node
is not bounded in component trie. A re-hashing function is
called whenever the load factor—i.e., the number of records
(equal to the number of children of the node) divided by the
number of buckets—exceeds a specified threshold. To con-
trol frequent rehashing which is time consuming and wastes
a lot of memory space, we also employ chaining for collision
resolution. Hence, linear probing is likely to happen in a
given bucket. Unlike character trie, in this structure, finding
the child to branch to at each level needs at least two off-
chip memory accesses (to reach the very first element of the
chain at the mapped bucket). Actually, the mapped bucket
that stores the address of the first element in the chain is
fetched via the first off-chip memory access. The second
access comes with fetching and reading the first element.
From there on, traversing any other element in the chain
also requires one off-chip memory access. (According to our
experiments on different hashing choices in Appendix A.1,
load factor 10 represents the most-balanced trade-off and is
used for the rest of our experiments.) We employ xxHash [6],
as a very fast hash algorithm, to deploy the hash table.
For traversing each part of a name towards the children,
the hash of its first component also needs to be stored in
the hash table for both collision resolution and fast chain
traversal. For example, for name /ndn/ucsd/ece in Fig. 2(a),
the hash table in node /ndn needs to store not only the
address of node /ucsd/ece, but also the hash of component
ucsd in the related bucket.

2.2 Discussion
As mentioned earlier, memory usage and speed are the major
performance metrics of a trie structure. However, there

are other factors which indirectly affect the performance:
compactness, depth, and internal overhead (e.g., the number of
nodes and width) of the trie structure.

Compactness represents the amount of redundant in-
formation that a data structure can avoid storing. For ex-
ample, in Fig. 2, to store two name prefixes /ndn/ucla and
/ndn/umich, a component-level trie can store the string /ndn
only once. It however needs to store both components /ucla
and /umich in their entirety because its trie nodes must
fall on the boundary of name components. Instead, the
character-level trie will be able to store /ndn/u only once. On
the other hand, the binary trie can avoid storing redundant
prefixes in bit granularity, thus saving more memory. The
binary trie stores (/ndn/u)20110 only once, where (str)2 is a
binary representation of str.

The binary trie for IP tables has a depth of at most 32 or
128. However, a name-based binary trie has an unbounded
depth. Obviously, bit-level tries have the largest depth,
which may lead to longer lookup times as traversing each
level usually requires to access the main memory once.

The total number of nodes is also an important overhead
metric not only in processing but also in memory usage. A
binary trie creates a maximum number of nodes. Moreover,
as the trie is implemented by pointers from parent node to
child nodes, then all the leaf nodes will have null pointers,
which is a significant memory overhead.

Another major contributor to the overhead is width, or
the number of children per parent node. It greatly affects the
processing needed to decide which branch to go to at each
level of the trie. In a bit-level trie, each node has up to 2
children, and checking which child node to go to is a quick,
single bit operation. However, in a component-level trie,
the number of children of each node could be unbounded,
thus figuring out which child to branch to will require more
time and potentially more memory. Although the hash table
is a very fast data structure which helps quickly find the
track of the name for traversal, handling collisions and the
unbounded chaining incurred by the component-level trie
are time-consuming and reduce the name-processing speed.
Moreover, the hash tables keep a certain percentage of their
buckets empty (determined by the re-hash threshold) that
magnifies their memory footprint.

In summary, the highest memory compression in the bit-
level trie is achieved at the cost of maximal trie depth, which
can degrade the speed. Moreover, the component-level trie
reduces the trie depth at the cost of higher width. This can
lead to the generation of very fat tries since each node may
be associated with a large number of children, incurring a
higher internal overhead and slowing down the processing
speed. The character trie, on the other hand, generates a
taller trie along with a larger number of nodes than the
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component trie, which negatively affect its memory saving
and speed. Thus, the optimal choice of the granularity is not
trivial and requires a large set of experiments. Moreover,
the characteristic of the input dataset plays a critical role
in the choice of granularity. We develop a new tool that
generates a variety of pseudo-real datasets. Each dataset
has a specific name characteristic (e.g., number and length
of components), giving a clear perspective of the unique
strengths and weakness of each trie structure.

We analyze both the time and space complexities of the
name processing functions for different trie implementa-
tions (see Appendix A.2).

3 NAMEGEN AND DATASET GENERATION

In this section, we describe the process of generating
datasets of NDN-like names, and introduce the tools we
developed. As NDN names employ URL-like structure [37],
[33], we first use our simple and fast URL collector tool,
providing a dataset of URLs for feeding NameGen, our name
generator tool. Next, we present the design of NameGen
which provides the user with the opportunity of generating
a collection of datasets with different name characteristics.
Such a tool is important for future studies of name-based
structures. Although we focus on generating NDN names
as the primary use-case of the current study, our automatic
name generator is general enough to be used for other name
generating applications by feeding the related inputs.

3.1 URL Collection
To choose between different granularities, we need to com-
pare them against different large datasets each with a spe-
cific name characteristic. Actually, we want to find how
fast and memory efficient different trie structures work for
names with small and large number and length of com-
ponents. We could not find a widely-used available URL
dataset which is good enough even to be fed for learning
and then generating diverse results in NameGen. The term
good means a dataset which has (1) a reasonably large size (at
least 1M URLs), (2) a diverse number of components, (3) a
diverse length of components, (4) Top-Level Domain (TLD)
diversity (as they serve as the first component in NDN
names), and (5) prefix diversity (i.e., not a large number
of the names should share the long prefixes). For exam-
ple, even collections of open-access datasets of Alexa [3],
blacklist [1], and DMOZ [2] could not meet all the above
requirements.

Thus, we decided to design a URL collector on our own
and collect a large-enough dataset of URLs. Our tool is
developed on top of Scrapy [5], which is a popular, fast, and
open-source web crawling and web scraping framework
written in Python. It is widely used by major information
technology companies (e.g., Lyst, CarrierBuilder, and Scien-
cePo) to crawl websites and extract structured data from
their pages for a wide range of purposes, from data mining
to monitoring and automated testing. We customized the
spider classes in Scrapy to parse responses, extract scraped
links, and return new requests to its engine to follow links
recursively. The output may include duplicate names which
are removed by our tool. Thus, our input dataset includes
only the unique URLs for learning.

TABLE 1: URL dataset specifications
# of names 2,000,000

Avg. length of names 65.99
Max length of names 1000

Avg. length of components 13.94
Max length of components 985

Avg. # of components per name 4.62
Max # of components per name 20

We start by crawling top 500 websites in Alexa list. The
output is a dataset of 2M unique URLs. The specifications of
this dataset are given in Table 1. To extract more information
from the dataset, Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the number
and length of components. The dataset is shown to meet
all our requirements to equip NameGen with the possibility
of generating a broader spectrum of possible datasets, each
with a specific user-requested characteristic.

Note that without loss of generality, we simply discard
the resulting URLs with more than 20 components and
with the size of more than 1000 characters as both of these
situations rarely (i.e., < 0.0001) happen in our dataset. These
statistics will later be used to show the high accuracy of our
name generation tool in keeping the characteristics of the
input names.

3.2 NDN-like Name Generation
NameGen provides accurate results and a very handy and
reasonable set of parameters, thus facilitating comparison of
different data structures. It runs in three consecutive phases:
parsing, learning, and generation.

Parsing: The overall parsing process has two inter-
leaved phases. Phase 1 targets to dump/pass invalid URLs,
while Phase 2 reformats the URLs into NDN-like names
prepared for learning. As mentioned earlier, an NDN name
is a hierarchical URL-like name containing a sequence of
components delimited by slashes ’/’. The current de facto
NDN URI adopts the percent-encoding method, so NDN
names include US-ASCII upper- and lower-case letters (A-Z
and a-z), digits (0-9), and four specials: PLUS (+), PERIOD
(.), UNDERSCORE ( ), and HYPHEN (-), as well as the
PERCENT symbol (%) [4].

In Phase 1, during parsing, the URLs are checked by a
validator function which simply dumps the invalid URLs
(e.g., those including at least a non-ASCII character). With-
out loss of generality, we also assume that the name length
and the number of components do not exceed 1000 charac-
ters and 20 components, respectively. Thus, any input URL
violating these conditions is simply dumped as well.

In Phase 2, to create NDN-like names from URLs,
NameGen rewrites each valid URL by the following rules: (1)
remove application protocols (’http(s)://’, ’ftp://’, ’www.’,
etc.). NDN is an alternative paradigm to replace the Internet
layer, so its ideas should not be limited to the World Wide
Web; (2) rewrite ’//’ by ’/’ if happens during parsing a
name as a component of length zero is meaningless; (3) re-
place ’.’ in TLDs, such as ’.com’ and ’.org’, by ’/’4, and move
TLDs to the beginning of the name; and (4) add ’/’ to the
beginning of a name if does not exist and remove ’/’ from
the end if happens. An example transformation is to rewrite
URL https://umich.edu/file1 by NDN name /edu/umich/file1.

4. The complete list of TLDs can be found online on
https://data.iana.org/TLD/tlds-alpha-by-domain.txt.
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Fig. 4: Dataset statistics and high accuracy of our tool: dataset of 2 million URLs and generated dataset of 10 million
URL-like names.

Note that although the parsing may be modified accord-
ing to the user requirements, our learning phase is fixed for
every type of the input dataset.

Learning: NameGen is a Markov-based random name
generator written in C. A Markov model is an effective way
of generating a new record based on the statistical probabil-
ities in a set of sample input records. In its simplest form
(a.k.a. order-1 Markov), the model estimates the probability
of occurrence of a letter/character in a given position basing
the preceding character, which is constituted in the learning
process. This way, Markov can be applied to predict the
value of i-th element in a given sequence depending on the
value of element i-1 [30].

The transition matrix T defines the number of occur-
rences of each character in the function of all possible
preceding characters. The occurrence possibility is then
calculated by devising each number by the sum of all
the others in the same row. Formally, the probability of
occurrence of xi after xj (1 i, j 95) is calculated by
P (xi|xj) =

T [xj ][xi]P95
i=1 T [xj ][xi]

. The reason for value 95 is that the
most significant bit (MSB) of all characters in the NDN URI
scheme is unused, as the ASCII code of printable characters
ranges from 33 to 126. Therefore, codes outside of this range
(i.e., 0–32 and 127–255) are not included in input names—
which means a total of 94 possible characters. Adding one
more state for ? as the starting state, the associated Markov
model has a 95 ⇥ 95 transition matrix. To obtain a more
refined model, NameGen also uses an order-2 Markov for
learning, where the number of occurrences of each character
after each group of 2 characters in the input names is
counted [15]. For example, the name /edu breaks down into
the following order-2 chains: ?? !e, ?e !d, and ed!u.

The learning process continues for all input names while
filling out the transition matrix. Then, NameGen can gen-
erate random NDN-like names by traversing the Markov
chains. Note that the model is trained independently for
different components of a name to provide the maximum
similarity in each component. Besides the name characters,
NameGen also learns the number and length of components,
which is very important for automating generation and/or
keeping the characteristics of new names.

Generation: NameGen takes advantage of Markov mod-
els and uses a reference collection of names to learn the pos-
sible sequences of characters. It offers the user two options
for determining the number and length of the components:

(1) learning-based (automatic) generation, and (2) optional
generation in a possible range based on the general output
of the learning process. In both cases, the character gener-
ation is according to a learned Markov model. However,
the number and length of components can be generated
according to learning phase (the former case) or interest
of the user (the latter case). Next, NameGen generates new
names, component by component. In the order-2 model,
it starts by state ?? to generate the starting character of
each new component. It then moves forward character-by-
character while examining the chains and picking a new
character from the pool of characters followed the previous
2-character group in the reference dataset until reaching
the length of the component. Clearly, transitions between
states are based on the possibility of their occurrences, i.e.,
NameGen does not generate something that has not already
been happened.

It is desired to increase the order of Markov, but it
increases the time complexity of the program for handling
a larger size of the transition matrix (95k for an order-
k Markov, where the possibility of occurrence of element
xi is defined by P (xi|xi�1, . . . , xi�k)). Thus, order-2 is a
consistently good choice. Moreover, our experiments and
others’ findings [8], [10] confirm that a large k can cause the
generator to regurgitate a lot of the original training input
names. This is desirable if the goal is to produce English
text or dictionary words, but not for our goal of producing
real-like ’random’ names.

To prove the correctness of NameGen in safely keeping
the statistics of the input dataset, Fig. 4 also shows the
characteristics of a generated dataset of 10 million names.
NameGen is shown to work very accurately as the input
and generated dataset show very close statistics. Note that
the names in input dataset rarely have components 17–20
as shown in Fig. 4(b). Although these last-mile components
may also be generated in a new dataset, they can produce
the names with the length of more than 1000, which will
be discarded as invalid names. That is the reason behind
length zero for these components in the generated dataset
as shown in Fig. 4(a).

3.3 Datasets
The name characteristic is an important factor in the perfor-
mance of the trie structures. Thus, besides the fully learning-
based dataset (also interchangeably called random dataset),



7TABLE 2: Dataset specifications
SS LS SL LL

# of components 2–5 15–20 2–5 15–20
Length of components 2–5 2–5 50-100 50–100

TABLE 3: System Configuration
CPU Intel Xeon E5-2683, 2.10 GHz

L1 cache 32 KB
L2 cache 256 KB
L3 cache 40960 KB
DRAM 8⇥16 GB DDR4 2400 MHz

OS Ubuntu 16.04.2 LTS

we generate four other types of datasets each with a specific
name characteristic: SS, LS, SL, and LL. The first letter stands
for the number of the components (’S’ for small and ’L’ for
large) while the second letter stands for the length of the
components (’S’ for short and ’L’ for long). For example,
LS represents a dataset of names having a large number of
components, each with a short length. Each dataset contains
10M NDN-like names. The collection of datasets occupies
more than 15 GB. Table 2 summarizes the specification of
each dataset in terms of number and length of components.
Note that the generation of names having a length of more
than 1000 is possible in both random and LL datasets as
the components are generated independently. As mentioned
earlier, without loss of generality, we simply dump these
names, respecting the maximum length rule for our valid
names.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We have conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the
performance of different trie granularities in terms of mem-
ory usage and name processing (i.e., insertion, lookup, and
removal) speed. The effect of determining factors, such as
trie depth and width, is also demonstrated. We use an Intel
Xeon E5 2.10GHz two-socket server platform, with 128GB
2400MHz DDR4 memory, and compare the performance of
different granularities. The detailed system configuration is
shown in Table 3.

We first present the performance result for the random
(fully learning-based) dataset. We then show this is not
enough for a clear conclusion on the choice of granularity, as
the name characteristics (i.e., the number and length of the
components) also play a critical role in the performance. To
this end, we carefully evaluate different granularities of trie-
based structures under datasets SS, LS, SL, and LL, while
highlighting their unique strengths and weaknesses5.

4.1 On the random dataset

Given below are our testing scenarios and our observations
of how different trie granularities perform in terms of speed
and memory usage of various processing functions on the
random dataset.

5. The absolute performance numbers will differ on different soft-
ware switches/routers, but the relative merits of the different designs
should be preserved. Due to the wide range of technologies and designs
employed by hardware platforms, the relative merits of this comparison
might not hold on real routers.

TABLE 4: Trie characteristic under random dataset
Trie Component Character Bit

Max Height 5 29 119
Avg. Height 2.33 10.95 56.58
# of Leaves 5000000 5000000 5000000
# of Nodes 5246590 7102548 9934489
Avg. Width 21.28 3.38 2

Avg. Hash Table Size 3.85 21.57 -
Avg. Chain Length 3.55 1 -

4.1.1 Speed

Testing scenario: we randomly choose 5M and 1M names
from the target dataset (here the random dataset). The
former is stored in each trie structure. The latter set is then
looked up, inserted, and removed, respectively, in/from the
structures. Thus, we report the cumulative cost of 1M name
operations for each processing function. Due to randomness,
the selected set of 1M may share some names with the
constructed trie. To mitigate the effect of randomness, we
run all experiments 10 times and report the average. This
testing scenario may raise two questions which need to be
clarified: (1) why do we measure the cost of each function
cumulatively, i.e., for the set of 1M names, not for a single
name (or a small set of names)? This is because, although
the latter approach seems more straightforward, it is highly
susceptible to the changes of name characteristics (such as
the length of components) and does not reflect the actual
cost of the function itself. Moreover, it cannot mask sudden
volatile system changes (e.g., those by OS tasks) on the
machine; and (2) why don’t we insert, look up, and remove
a set of names, respectively, starting from an empty trie, and
show the performance results? This is to ensure that the cost
of each function is not biased by the changes of trie size.
Actually, if name insertion starts with an empty trie and
gradually fills up the trie, it runs pretty fast at the beginning
while slowing down as the trie getting occupied. Obviously,
the costs of inserting a name into an empty trie and a trie
with millions of names are very different. Reporting the
insertion time this way is misleading, as it is biased by
the changes of trie size. The same problem occurs to the
name-removal process: it starts slowly with a full trie and
speeds up gradually by removing more names, until the trie
gets empty. Unlike name insertion and removal, the lookup
process cannot benefit the changes of trie size as looking up
a set of names does not add or remove any name to/from
the trie. Therefore, reporting the construction time (starting
with an empty trie and inserting all names) as the insertion
time and that of destruction (starting with the full trie and
emptying it) as removal time cannot be compared to lookup
time. Thus, we run the functions for a set of names (1M
names) on already constructed tries to make sure that the
cost of each function is kept roughly fixed and the changes
in trie size do not affect the results.

Note that, as mentioned earlier, the load factor of
component-level trie is set to its optimal trade-off point
between speed and memory, which is 10 as discussed in
Appendix A.1. Some essential findings are as follows. For
simplicity and clarity of the figures, they depict the process-
ing time, which is inversely proportional to speed. Note that
sign ’>’ means ’better’ in terms of speed.

Observation 1: lookup > insertion > removal.
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Fig. 5: Performance of different trie structures under the
random dataset.

Lookup is the initial step of insertion and removal, so
it is clearly the fastest processing function. Insertion starts
in case of a mismatch even in the middle of traversing the
trie. In our testing scenario, removal happens after insertion.
Thus, for removal, all 1M names already exist in the struc-
tures. Therefore, it needs to traverse the whole names from
the root to the children in order to find the exact matches
and remove the corresponding leaf nodes, taking more time
than the insertion process where the exact matches fail for a
part of the names in the middle (sometimes close to the root)
of the trie. Finally, as evident from Fig. 5(a), lookup is always
better than insertion, than removal in terms of speed. One
may ask how insertion and removal perform independent of
their current sequence in our testing scenario. As expected
for these two reverse functions, our results show that inser-
tion speed is very close to removal speed (see Appendix
A.3 for more on this). However, we prefer showing the
removal results based on the current testing scenario (i.e.,
lookup, insertion, and removal, respectively). This way we
differentiate the curves of insertion and removal in the
figures, which provides a better view of how different trie
granularities perform for these two update functions.

Observation 2: character > component > bit.
On bit-level trie, which yields the worst processing speed:

Table 4 shows the characteristics of each trie structure after
storing 5M names. The average height of bit trie is an order-
of-magnitude higher than the other two structures. This
causes bit trie to yield the worst performance (see Fig. 5(a))
as traversing from each level to the next one in the trie
requires one off-chip memory access. We observe an inter-
esting comparison between the impact of the computational
overhead and the number of off-chip memory accesses on
speed-up. Bit trie incurs much less computational overhead
at each node than component and character tries, as in case
of bit mismatch, the child to branch to can be determined
without any processing. However, reducing the number of
off-chip memory accesses has a drastically higher impact on
speed than reducing the computational overhead at nodes.

Component vs. bit trie: The height of component trie is
shorter while its width is greater than two other structures
because the names are less likely to share their beginning
components with each other than their beginning charac-
ters or bits. Thus, most of the inserted names will remain
shallow at the top, increasing the width of top-level nodes
(especially the root). (The same reasoning can be applied
to compare bit and character tries.) The main idea behind

component trie, i.e., expanding the width and minimizing
the height, is therefore in sharp contrast to that behind bit
trie, i.e., narrowing the width and maximizing the height.
If component trie could determine which child to branch
to at each level with zero off-chip memory access (like bit
trie), it would minimize lookup speed. Although using a
hash table is to mimic this behavior, it still requires a few
off-chip memory accesses to find the desired children to
continue name traversal. By employing a hash table at each
node, the width of a node (i.e., the number of its children)
will not matter more; instead, the chaining length plays the
key role in the performance. By increasing the size of the
chain, the number of off-chip memory accesses will increase
as traversing each item in the chain triggers one memory
access. This is the main drawback of the component trie,
which limits its overall speed. As evident from the figure, it
still outperforms bit trie on average by 126%.

Character vs. bit trie: Although determining the next child
to branch to in bit trie incurs no off-chip memory access,
character trie is far better in terms of speed due to its much
shorter height. In general, character trie lies somewhere be-
tween bit and component tries, where (i) it tries to minimize
internal overhead at each node by employing hash tables
with no chaining (which mimics zero processing in bit trie),
and at the same time (ii) it creates a shallower trie structure,
like the component trie. Character trie could aggressively
outweigh bit trie, on average, by 170%.

Component vs. character trie: The main benefit of character
trie over component trie is fast branching to the desired
children for name traversal. This is because the collision
in this trie is resolved by re-hashing without chaining as
discussed in Section 2.1 (that is also why the chaining length
for character trie is always 1 as shown in Table 4). Although
character granularity results in a taller trie, incurring a
higher number of off-chip memory accesses, component trie
has 3.5x higher chain length than character trie. Besides the
high internal overhead of level-by-level children traversal
alongside the parsing time to extract components, such an
increase in the chain length can significantly increase lookup
and update times in component trie. Finally, the results
indicate that character trie can outperform component trie
by an average of 20% in terms of lookup and update speed,
respectively.

The significant improvement of character over compo-
nent trie on the random dataset may mislead to using
character trie as the best choice. However, the effect of
name characteristic is not considered well. A more in-
depth evaluation of the granularities for different types of
datasets in the next section provides a clear conclusion on
the merit of different granularities in terms of processing
speed. Accordingly, character trie does not always show the
best speed. Our later conclusion on the choice of granularity
will fully support the current results and simply prove the
advantage of using character trie for the random dataset.

4.1.2 Memory usage

Here, we compare different data structures on how they
save memory for storing the set of 5M names randomly
chosen from the random dataset. Note that sign ’>’ means
’better’ in terms of memory usage.
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Observation 1: bit > component > character.
Bit trie removes a higher redundancy (enjoying a better

compactness). Besides, despite having a larger number of
nodes, its structure is very simple and memory efficient as
each node has at most two pointers towards its children.
This is in sharp contrast with two other structures which
utilize hash tables at each node for fast children traversal.
Thus, binary trie shows the best performance in terms of
memory usage (see Fig. 5(b)). Compared with component
trie, although character trie is more compact for removing
redundant data, it has almost 35% more nodes as well as a
much larger size of the hash tables in each node as shown
in Table 4. Thus, component trie outperforms character trie
on average by 30% in terms of memory usage.

TABLE 5: Trie characteristic in component trie
Dataset SS LS SL LL

Max Height 5 5 2 2
Avg. Height 2.76 2.83 1 1.000004
# of Leaves 5000000 5000000 5000000 5000000
# of Nodes 5554240 5543842 5000002 5000009
Avg. Width 10.02 10.19 2500000.5 555556.44

Avg. Hash Table Size 1.93 1.92 262144.5 58255.11
Avg. Chain Length 3.60 3.66 5.77 3.06

TABLE 6: Trie characteristic in character trie
Dataset SS LS SL LL

Max Height 18 18 48 48
Avg. Height 9.71 9.86 13.1 13.1
# of Leaves 5000000 5000000 5000000 5000000
# of Nodes 6952939 6992335 7363865 7363527
Avg. Width 3.56 3.51 3.12 3.12

Avg. Hash Table Size 20.58 20.35 15.37 15.33
Avg. Chain Length 1 1 1 1

TABLE 7: Trie characteristic in bit trie
Dataset SS LS SL LL

MAX Height 89 88 164 162
Avg. Height 43.61 46.98 54.92 54.93
# of Leaves 5000000 5000000 5000000 5000000
# of Nodes 9607879 10000000 10000000 10000000
Avg. Width 2 2 2 2

4.2 The effect of dataset characteristics
In this section, we present a more in-depth analysis of
different trie granularities. Actually, we explore how the
statistical characteristics of the namespace in terms of two
very relevant features, i.e., (1) length of components for
each name, and (2) number of components for each name,
can affect lookup and update functions. Four more types
of datasets (SS, LS, SL, and LL) are taken into account to
determine the rule behind the choice of granularity. We
follow the same testing scenario as discussed for the random
dataset. To also include the effect of trie size on the perfor-
mance, for each dataset, we look up, insert, and remove 1M
random names, respectively, in/from a trie of size of 1M–
5M randomly chosen names (by step 1M). Further essential
findings are observed and reported as follows.

4.2.1 Speed

Observation 1: processing time is ascending for the trie size.
Storing a higher number of names (from 1M to 5M)

results in increasing the size of the trie (both in width
and height). A larger trie needs more time for traversal,

which causes higher lookup and update times as shown
in Fig. 6. Although this is a general behavior, one may
ask about the reason behind fluctuating the performance
values for insertion time in component trie. The answer is
behind re-hashing effect. This is more evident as a spike of
insertion time for the component trie of size of 2M names in
Fig. 6(c). This observation indicates when a majority of the
nodes almost reach their load factor threshold, thus needing
to double their hash tables’ sizes, which is a very time-
consuming operation. From here on, insertion performs
faster because not only the hash tables are big enough—
and hence there is probably no need for re-hashing, but also
probably less names from the set of 1M names need to be
inserted in a larger trie. Finally, this trend may sometimes
be broken, but in general, keeps its increasing behavior.

Observation 2: processing time is ascending from Fig. 6(a)
to Fig. 6(d).

Since the total length of the names in LS is higher than
SS, it takes more time to look up (so insert and remove)
them in the constructed trie. Actually, traversing longer
names is more time-consuming. This increase in lookup and
update times is evident from the figures, as the name length
expands from LS to SL (where the name length changes in
intervals 30–100 and 100–500, respectively). Finally, dataset
LL, having the longest names, incurs the maximum process-
ing time.

Observation 3: character > component for SS and LS, while
component > character for SL and LL.

Tables 5-7 show the characteristics of each trie structure
after storing 5M names. For each dataset, bit trie shows the
worst performance as its height is an order-of-magnitude
higher than two other structures, so incurring a huge num-
ber of off-chip memory accesses (see Fig. 6). Surprisingly,
character and component tries show different relative per-
formance in different datasets. Here, considering the specific
characteristic of each dataset, we analyze them, separately,
as follows.

SS and LS: Dataset SS has a similar characteristic to
the random dataset (where each name has on average 4
components of length 13), causing close results for almost
the same reasons. Actually, despite the higher height of
character trie, it outperforms component trie on average by
64% for its higher chaining length and internal overhead
of level-by-level children traversal. For LS, increasing the
number of components has no significant impact on the
structure of the tries. The reason is behind the ’Patricia’ type
of the tries, where the parents swallow their sole children.
Thus, its only effect is to magnify the improvements. As
evident from Fig. 6(b), character trie shows a significant
improvement (103%) over component trie.

SL and LL: As component trie treats a name as a sequence
of components, the names with long components are less
likely to share any prefix with each other. The components
in SL and LL datasets are very long (of 50-100 characters),
causing almost all names to remain at the top of the trie
(which results in an average height of 1 in component trie).
Anyway, although names in these two datasets share almost
zero component with each other, they share many charac-
ters, increasing the height of character trie. Thus, 13x taller
trie in character trie can dramatically decrease its speed. As
the second interesting fact, component trie detects lookup
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Fig. 6: Speed of different trie structures under different datasets.

fails much faster than character trie during lookups, espe-
cially for names with longer components. Thus, it avoids
checking many unnecessary characters for LPM. For exam-
ple, assume that we need to look up /ndn/file...xyw while
/ndn/file...xyz has already been inserted in the structure. As
discussed in Section 2.1, component-level trie uses a hash
function at each node to find the next node to branch to
during name traversal. It starts from the root, hashes the
first component (i.e., ndn) and uses the generated key to
find which node to branch to. After branching to node ndn, it
hashes the second component (i.e., file...xyw). However, none
of the children have the generated key, so component-level
trie raises lookup failure without checking even a single
character of the second component. Instead, searching the
same name in character-level trie keeps continuing lookup
until the character ’z’ to figure out the name does not exist
in the structure. This behavior effectively increases the gap
between the processing speed of character and component
tries. Consequently, unlike in SS and LS, component trie
takes the best place in terms of lookup speed and outper-
forms character trie in SL dataset. The improvement is more
highlighted for LL dataset (26% as evident from Fig. 6(d)),
where the number of components increases as well. In gen-
eral, the results show that the length of components dictates
the choice of granularity; while the number of components
only magnifies the relative performance improvements, and
the length of names/prefixes only affects the absolute re-
sults.

The cost of re-hashing is also a key factor which highly
impacts name insertion speed. Generally speaking, re-
hashing is a costlier operation in component trie than in
character trie for two reasons: (1) traversing the chained
items one-by-one in component trie and shifting them to
a new hash table is much time-consuming, and (2) there
is no upper bound for the hash table size in component
trie, meaning that re-hashing should be done on larger hash
tables. Unlike a faster lookup in component trie compared to
character trie in dataset SL, it works worse in insertion. This
is the effect of re-hashing which frequently happens during
insertion of new names in component trie. For dataset LL,
the significant improvement of lookup in component trie
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Fig. 7: Memory usage of different trie structures under
different datasets.

compensates this result. However, removal in character trie
always takes more time than component trie since the exact
match on the already inserted names in a much taller trie is
required.

4.2.2 Memory usage

Observation 1: Increasing number and length of components
waste memory significantly in component trie.

As the name length increases, more memory is required
to store the names. Fig. 7 depicts the increasing memory
usage from SS to LL. For the same reason discussed for
the random dataset, bit trie always shows the best memory
usage. However, a deeper look at the results in Fig. 7
shows that increasing the number of components dramat-
ically increases the memory usage in component trie. On
the other hand, the length of components has a significant
impact on the memory usage of component trie. Actually,
when the component length is large, almost all the names
share no prefix in component granularity (component trie
has an average height of 1). This means no opportunity
for removing redundancy while storing the names in the
structure, which maximizes memory footprint.
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Fig. 8: Concluding results on the choice of granularity. (“x over y” represents how x outperforms y.)

4.3 Discussion and Conclusion
Fig. 8 shows the concluding results on lookup and update
speed as well as memory usage of component, character,
and bit tries for the set of 5M names. Neither component
trie nor character trie is shown to be able to match the
memory efficiency of bit trie. It outperforms character and
component tries by more than 70% on average. Thus, bit
trie is the choice when the memory requirement is a real
concern. On the other hand, it shows the worst performance
in terms of processing speed as is outperformed by char-
acter and component tries by 128% and 98% on average,
respectively. Surprisingly, character and component tries
show different relative performances in different datasets:
the former works, on average, 80% better for datasets of
short-component names (SS and LS), while the latter shows
a better performance by 14% on average for datasets of
long-component names (SL and LL). As a result, the length
of names/prefixes does not affect the choice of granularity.
Instead, among name characteristics, the length of compo-
nents plays a decisive role in the processing performance,
while the number of components has a supportive impact.
In other words, the length of components (especially the
initial ones) determines the choice of granularity, while
the number of components only magnifies the relative per-
formance improvements of character and component tries,
and the length of names/prefixes only affects the absolute
results. Finally, in terms of speed, the character trie is the
choice when the names are composed of short components;
otherwise, the component trie is preferred for faster lookups
and updates.

Having a clear conclusion on the choice of granularity,
let’s return to the random dataset to see if our conclusion
supports its results. The characteristic of the dataset (as
shown in Table 1 and Fig. 4), where both the number and
length of components are much closer to those in dataset
SS, directs us towards using character trie to achieve the
fastest speed. The result, as shown in Fig. 5, confirms the
correctness of our conclusion.

5 RELATED WORK

Existing name lookup and update designs are mostly based
on hash table or trie. Several studies employed lookup
structures based on hash tables [16], [19], [23], [38]. Since the
hash table only supports exact matching, it needs multiple

lookups to find the LPM—this problem is often referred to
as “prefix seeking”. For example, for a name /ndn/ua/cs/conf,
the LPM process can start from the shortest prefix (i.e.,
/ndn) and increment by one component at a time, start
from the longest (i.e., /ndn/ua/cs/conf ) and decrement by
one component at a time, start from a particular length
and then continue to shorter prefixes or restart at a larger
prefix [28], or even start from the middle and do a binary
search for the longest matching prefix [35]. Besides the prefix
seeking, another problem of the hash-table-based approach
is its large memory footprint. Since hash tables need to
store the name strings for the purpose of collision resolution
and verification, the names often need to be stored in their
entirety. Even when multiple names share the same prefixes,
these shared prefixes are still stored multiple times, thus
consuming more memory. Several schemes [12], [18], [22]
used bloom filters along with hash tables to improve the
lookup speed and memory usage. Their benefit of reduced
memory usage often comes at the expense of key verifi-
cation and collision resolution. False positives will prevent
the packets from being forwarded to the right destination.
Finally, it is unattractive to incur such overheads (both in
memory usage and number of memory accesses) to the
system in order to use an exact matching structure for LPM.
This inherent mismatch causes structural complexity for
higher performance.

Trie, especially Patricia trie, is widely used in forwarding
table implementation for its memory efficiency. Using this
structure, searching for names that share the same prefix
only needs to save one copy of the shared part. It also
naturally supports both exact match and LPM. There are
several existing proposals that implement name-based for-
warding tables using trie structures. Parallel Name Lookup
(PNL) [31] established component-level Name Prefix Tree
(NPT) while speeding up lookups by selectively grouping
trie nodes and allocating them to parallel memories. Name
Component Encoding (NCE) [32] improves NPT by encod-
ing name components and then looking up these codes to
find the LPM. It uses the State Transition Arrays (STA) to
implement both the Component Character Trie (CCT) and
Encoded Name Prefix Trie (ENPT), thus effectively reducing
the memory requirement while accelerating lookup speed.
He et al. [11] used ENPT along with an improved version
of STA, called Simplified STA, and a hash-table-based code
allocation function. However, the encoding function is the
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performance bottleneck in both designs. Ghasemi et al. [13]
proposed a new character-level trie data structure to store
and index forwarding table entries efficiently and to support
fast packet forwarding. They combined the power of arrays
and hash tables in an optimized manner to speed up name
lookups and updates while using a new scheme to en-
code control information without using additional memory.
Wang et al. [33] dealt with this bottleneck by leveraging the
massive parallel processing power of GPU to achieve faster
table lookups. Quan et al. [24] proposed an Adaptive Prefix
Bloom filter (NLAPB) in which the first part of a name is
matched by a bloom filter, and the later part is processed by
a trie. Recently, Song et al. [29] proposed a bit-level Patricia
trie that can compress the forwarding table significantly in
order to fit it into high-speed memory modules. Yuan et
al. [36] adopted the main idea of [29] and proposed hash-
table-based and trie-based data structures, accordingly.

Despite a number of implementations of tries in the
literature, none of them studied the choice of granularity,
which can dramatically affect the network performance in
terms of memory usage and packet-processing speed.

6 CONCLUSION

The choice of granularity for lookup/update structures can
greatly influence the network performance, which has not
yet been studied well. This paper makes three main contri-
butions: (1) our implementations of different trie schemes
establish the baselines for performance evaluation (see Ap-
pendix A.4); (2) a new tool, NameGen, is developed to
learn real (even small) datasets and generate a large col-
lection of datasets with different (learning-based and/or
user-defined) name characteristics in terms of both number
and length of components, which is important especially for
evaluation of new network architectures like NDN; and (3)
our extensive experiments highlight the unique strengths
and weaknesses of each scheme of trie-based structures and
draws a conclusion on the choice of granularity.

Surprisingly, only one of the many factors that can affect
the absolute performance is found to dictate the merit of
the structures in terms of speed: component length. In other
words, the length of components (especially the initial ones)
plays a decisive role in the choice of granularity, while
the number of components only magnifies the relative per-
formance improvements of character and component tries,
and the length of names/prefixes only affects the absolute
results. In conclusion, the character trie is the choice for
speed when the names are composed of short components;
otherwise, the component trie is preferred for faster lookups
and updates. However, in terms of memory usage, the bit-
level trie provides the best performance, thus making it the
choice when the memory requirement is a real concern.
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Fig. 1: Choice of load factor in component trie makes a trade-
off between performance metrics.

APPENDIX

.1 Choice of load factor for component trie

The choice of load factor, defined as the number of children in
each node divided by the size of its hash table in component
trie, incurs different time and space complexities, creating a
trade-off between memory usage and speed. A lower load
factor results in a higher hash table size, thus increasing the
memory footprint. Instead, it reduces chaining length and
hence needs less sequential search in chains, improving the
lookup speed. On the other hand, a higher load factor saves
more memory while increasing the lookup time. (The hash
table works like a linked list if the load factor approaches
infinity). Fig. 1 shows the speed and memory usage for
different load factors (0.5, 1, 10, 100) in component trie
where 1M random names are looked up and updated in a
trie of size of 5M names. Load factor 10 represents the most
balanced trade-off, saving lots of memory while slightly
increasing the lookup/update time. In other words, the
processing speed for this load factor is very close to those
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for load factors 0.5 and 1, while using memory like that for
load factor 100. Thus, the load factor of component-level trie
is set to 10 in the rest of our experiments.

.2 Complexity Analysis

Here, we analyze both the time and space complexities of
the name processing functions for different trie implemen-
tations. We assume that the total number of names is N and
all names are unique.

.2.1 Bit-level trie
Lookup: To look up a name in a bit-level trie, we start from
the root and traverse down the trie while checking each
node bit-by-bit until a mismatch occurs. The child to branch
to at each level is determined with zero processing and is
fetched to the cache with 1 off-chip memory access. Assum-
ing the average length of each node is m bits, looking up N

names requires O(N⇥m⇥log2 N) time with O(N⇥log2 N)
off-chip memory accesses.

Insertion: After finding LPM, the remaining bits of the
queried name will be inserted into a new node. Adding
a new node as well as splitting the current node takes
O(m2 + (M � m ⇥ log2 N)) on average and requires 2 off-
chip memory accesses to insert the children, where M is the
length of the queried name in bits. Thus, the time complex-
ity of inserting N names in a bit-level trie is O(N⇥(m2 +M))
with O(N ⇥ log2 N) off-chip memory accesses.

Remove: After finding the queried name, the corre-
sponding leaf node will be deleted and its parent will merge
with the other child. This process requires O(m ⇥ log2 N)
time to find the node, O(m) time for merging, and 1 off-chip
memory access to fetch the remaining child. Thus, removing
N names takes O(N ⇥m⇥ log2 N) with O(N ⇥ log2 N) off-
chip memory accesses.

Space complexity: Each node in a bit-level trie stores a
sequence of bits and two pointers (each 8 bytes) to the left
and right children. Thus, the memory footprint of a bit-level
trie is O(N ⇥m) bytes.

.2.2 Character-level trie
Lookup: Traversing the character-level trie downward from
the root incurs 2 off-chip memory accesses at each node
(including fetching the hash table of the current node and
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the child to branch to). Assuming the average length of
each node is m bytes and the average height of the trie is
logx N (1 < x  94), the time complexity of looking up N

names is O(N ⇥m⇥ logx N) with O(N ⇥ logx N) off-chip
memory accesses. Note that x shows the fan-out, which is 3
on average according to our evaluations (see Table 6).

Insertion: After finding LPM, the remaining characters
of the queried name will be added to a new node. Assuming
the length of the queried name is M bytes and that node
splitting is necessary, the time complexity of insertion will
be O(m2 + (M � m ⇥ logx N)) on average with 3 off-
chip memory accesses to update the current node’s hash
table and create two children. At each node, the maximum
number of rehashing times is log2 94 and a constant num-
ber of buckets (i.e., < 94) must be handled during each
rehashing. Thus, rehashing can be done in constant time.
Finally, inserting N names in a character-level trie takes
O(N ⇥ (m2 + M)) with O(N ⇥ logx N) off-chip memory
accesses.

Remove: To remove a name, we need to find it and delete
the resolved leaf from the trie. If, after deletion of a leaf, the
parent only has one child, they will be merged together.
Deleting a node requires 2 off-chip memory accesses (to
update the parent’s hash table and fetch the other child to
the cache for merging). Furthermore, merging (if necessary)
incurs O(m) time to copy the child’s characters to its parent.
Thus, the time complexity of removing N names is of
O(N ⇥m ⇥ logx N) with O(N ⇥ logx N) off-chip memory
accesses.

Space complexity: Each node in a character-level trie
stores a sequence of characters and one hash table. Each
record in a hash table requires 9 bytes, including an index (1
byte) and a pointer (8 bytes). Assuming the average number
of buckets in a hash table is h at each node, the space
complexity of a character-level trie is O(N ⇥ (h+m)) bytes.
It is worth noting that the average value of h is 20 according
to our evaluations (see Table 6).

.2.3 Component-level trie

Lookup: Name lookup in a component-level trie checks the
queried name byte-by-byte while traversing down the trie.
At each node, it incurs c+1 off-chip memory accesses, where
c is the average load factor of the hash tables. Thus, the
number of off-chip memory accesses to look up a name will
be O(c ⇥ logxN). According to our evaluations, x can be
very large. Therefore, looking up N names takes O(N ⇥m)
with O(N ⇥ c) off-chip memory accesses, where m is the
average node length in bytes.

Insertion: After finding LPM, the remaining components
of the queried name will be inserted into a new node.
Splitting the current node and adding a new node require
O(M� m

2 ) time and O(c) off-chip memory accesses, respec-
tively, where M is the length of the queried name in bytes.
Moreover, rehashing at each node incurs h⇥c off-chip mem-
ory accesses, where h is the average number of buckets in
the hash tables. Thus, the total number of off-chip memory
accesses to insert N names will be O(N ⇥ (log2 h⇥ c⇥ h)),
where log2 h shows the number of rehashing times to reach
the size of h. Thus, inserting N names takes O(N⇥M) with
O(N ⇥ (log2 h⇥ c⇥ h)) off-chip memory accesses.
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Fig. 2: Removal performs close to insertion if no priority is
given in running these two update functions.

Remove: After finding the queried name, the associated
leaf node will be deleted. If the parent is left with a single
child, the two nodes will be merged. Deleting a leaf node
requires c + 2 off-chip memory accesses to update the par-
ent’s hash table and fetch the node to delete. Furthermore,
the merging procedure takes O(m) time with 1 off-chip
memory access to fetch the remaining child to the cache.
Thus, removing N names requires O(N ⇥ m) time with
O(N ⇥ c) off-chip memory accesses.

Space complexity: Each record in the hash table has an
index and a singly-linked list of elements. Each element has
a pointer to a child (8 bytes), a hash value (8 bytes), and a
pointer to the next element in the list (8 bytes). Thus, the
average size of a hash table is h ⇥ (c ⇥ 24) bytes. Finally,
the average memory footprint of a component-level trie is
O(N ⇥ (h⇥ c+m)) bytes.

.3 Insertion vs. removal

Fig. 2 compares different schemes if no priority is given in
running the processing functions. Unlike the main testing
scenario (see Section ??) in which names are removed after
their insertion, we randomly choose 1M names from the
random dataset and remove them from the structures of 5M
randomly chosen names. As in the insertion scenario, a half
of the names probably exist in the trie (composed of 5M
of 10M names in the random dataset). Our results in such
a fair scenario (i.e., for an equal number of insertions and
removals) show that using each trie scheme, the insertion
speed is very close to the removal speed, because insertion
and removal work similarly, but in reverse directions. Note
that for a smaller size (less than 5M) of trie, the major parts
of names do not exist. This will result in a higher insertion
time than the removal time as the latter cannot find the
exact matches for major parts of the names. Therefore, in
such a case, removal performs closer to lookup as the fastest
processing function.

.4 Our trie implementations as baselines

Although some efforts have been made to establish a base-
line for comparison of name lookup schemes [?], no im-
plementation baseline exists to allow comparison between
tries of different granularities for both name lookups and
updates. One of our major contributions in this paper is
the implementation of data structures. Below, we articulate
some of the important features that can turn these imple-
mentations into the baseline/reference:
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1) The data structures are comparable, meaning that they all
use the same technologies, libraries, and modules. It is,
of course, unfair to compare data structures developed in
different environments (like C and JVM) using different
technologies.

2) None of the structures are biased, meaning that each
structure is developed according to its well-known de-
sign and no one is optimized to show better performance.
For instance, instead of linked lists, the hash table is
utilized in character and component tries, as it is com-
monly used and intuitive. However, we did not employ
any optimization to help a data structure outperform the
others.

3) There are no known source code for the tries in different
granularities. We have open-sourced our implementation
of these data structures along with a comprehensive
documentation of each piece of the code at
https://github.com/chavoosh/TrieGranularity.

4) The source code of each structure is modular, facilitating
the modification of its features. For example, one can
change the parsing method of the current version of
component trie by only replacing the parsing module.
This will give developers enough flexibility to employ
their own modules without touching the rest of the code.

5) NameGen enables end-users to tune the characteristics
of outcome dataset, while one can add more parameters
and factors based on his requirements and applications.
This package of beyond 20k lines of C code can become a

baseline for the researchers and developers for comparison
or optimizations.

https://github.com/chavoosh/TrieGranularity
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